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July 31, 2018
Re: Tacoma’s Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) policy and regulations,
proposed changes.

Members of the Tacoma Planning Commission,

It has just come to my attention that the City is reviewing changes to the DADU policy
and regulations. I am writing in opposition to many of the changes expressed at the last
Infrastructure, Planning, and Sustainability Committee (IPS) meeting on July 11th and
the proposed timeline suggested for these changes. As a resident, an architect with over
thirty years of work in Tacoma, as the only architect to participate in the Infill Housing
Pilot Program, and with the only DADU project to be successfully completed, I believe
my insight would be helpful to the commission in reviewing this topic.
First as a resident of District 2, I would like to request that the process be slowed to allow
for our elected representative on the City Council, Robert Thoms to return from active
duty with the U. S. Navy. He deserves the ability to engage in broader public discussions
with his constituents.
The regulations for DADU’s prepared by City staff for the pilot program are essentially
sound and correspond to regulations found in other communities within Pierce County
and the region. Contrary to what some may think not all communities allow accessory
dwelling units, attached or detected, but those that do, set controls on their use, size,
mass, design and require them to be owner occupied properties. To negate these
requirements would be considered irresponsible and harmful to adjacent properties and
the community as a whole.
Having participated in the pilot program I have suggestions for how the process and the
requirements for a DADU could be improved upon however the City did not have a
process in place to monitor the projects in the pilot program. Once the projects were
approved, no follow up was made by the City during or at the completion of the project to
learn from our experiences.
If I had been asked I would have made suggestions on how the process could be
improved. I would suggest a reduction in the size of the units to 800 sf. max. and one
bedroom to match other surrounding cities and communities. That the size be limited
based on the size of the site and adjacent primary home. Little changes like pathways to
the units be reduced to 36” rather than 48”, since most homes in the city have as little as
30” wide paths to the front door of the primary home and that the building and roof form
should be complimentary to the character of the surrounding homes. I would also ask that
the City reduce their permit review time, which was three times longer than the design
review process, and that was with a partial permit already in place.
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Reduce the permitting costs for private homeowners. The cost of permits and fees were
more then the fee to design the DADU and the design fee turned out to be the lowest cost
item prior to construction and surprisingly took the least amount of time.
The City must monitor these dwellings to confirm that they are being built and used for
the purposes granted for their approval. This should not be considered an open right by
the property owner but as a conditional use. Parking should be a component of the
design in excess of the on-site parking required for the primary home. If DADU’s are to
be built with affordability in mind, the units should be limited to family members or longterm housing needs (min. 6 months) not B & B’s and short-term rentals. Public
notifications should be posted on site and extended to property owners within 300 ft. and
if on an alley, the full length of the alley.
What I would not recommend as additions to the policy, are special exceptions for
setbacks, height or compatibility with the surrounding homes and neighborhood. I would
not open the construction of these units up for sites where the owner is not living on site.
An affidavit should be signed for residency.
I believe the residency requirement to be an important part of this policy; do not let it
become a loophole to build more substandard residential units without concern for the
negative impact that it will have on neighbors, neighborhoods and the cities overall image
at large.
I would not reduce the lot size below 4,500 sf and I believe the current standards are fine
as is. The design standards and review did not add cost or increase the timeline for
construction and I would not remove this from the regulations either. These structures
need to be subordinate to the primary home on the site in scale and design, this should not
be a way to add a second full size dwelling to a lot. I would not add subsidies to the mix;
these tend to reward developers with low rates of return for affordability and are not open
to private home owners.
One thing that stood out from the pilot program that should be addressed is the cost of
building a DADU which puts it beyond what I would view as an affordable housing
choice for Tacoma. Construction costs are regional, rents are local. Expecting to build
affordable ADU’s when our costs are the same as the rest of the region is not a valid
claim. Seattle DADU’s have been found to be less than affordable, at Tacoma’s income
levels, how can we expect to achieve an alternative result.
My client built their DADU for their son who has high-functioning autism in the hopes of
giving him independence yet still be close at hand for assistance. This is the kind of
dwelling that DADU’s were originally intended, not for profit. It’s not to say that some
will build them to help others, but investors are in it for the profit, either through the rent
or through the sale of the land later at a higher price. Speculation has already driven up
the cost of home ownership and rents in the region; do we need another venue for such
activities?
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I am not opposed to DADU’s, and expressed this several years ago when serving on my
neighborhood council. I have always believed it could be managed if the City put the
right controls in place. I strongly discourage you from stripping back the regulations and
proving my support misguided.
Do not allow the construction of DADU’s in a haphazard way, plan for their use. Find the
appropriate adjustments to the regulations don’t gut them refine them. Expect and require
high standards to help ensure long-term sustainability.
Delay the process and have an open discussion with each neighborhood. Review the
requirements from other municipalities and learn from their mistakes before we learn
them the hard way. The effort to fast track DADU’s as a means to provide affordable
housing appears to be misguided in my view. As a professional who has worked in
architecture, design, planning, construction and development for as many years as I have,
the suggestions put forth by the IPC Committee do not appear to be sound.
Attached is a link to a Seattle Times Editorial from last month on the impacts of DADU’s
and the promises not kept in Seattle. Don’t make the same mistakes. Tacoma should
learn from the misfortunes of other, not follow them to the same conclusion.
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/editorials/dont‐upzone‐seattle‐neighborhoods
Lastly, please recommend allowing time for District 2 Council Member Thoms to return
so that our voices can be heard through our elected representative.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey J. Ryan, Architect
LEED BD+C
3017 North 13th Street
Tacoma, WA 98406
c. 253.380.3197
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Don’t upzone Seattle neighborhoods
Originally published June 29, 2018 at 4:21 pm Updated June 29, 2018 at 5:45 pm

An aerial photo of Seattle’s Madison Park neighborhood taken in May 17 (Greg Gilbert / The Seattle
Times)

Seattle must preserve single-family neighborhoods, one of its most precious assets.
Mayor Jenny Durkan should suspend an ill-conceived proposal to triple density in
neighborhoods, especially since a city study says that will have little effect on
affordability.

By
The Seattle Times editorial board
The Seattle Times
Seattle must preserve single-family neighborhoods that are essential to its livability,
character and economic success.
City Hall is aggressively pushing legislation to allow nearly every single-family lot to
become a multifamily apartment site.

Under the guise of allowing backyard cottages, this is one of several broad zoning changes
now being considered by the city. Affordability is a concern but Seattle can’t destroy one of
its greatest assets, single-family neighborhoods.
The proposal would allow single-family houses to be replaced by up to three units,
irreversibly changing the city’s character.
This is billed as a way to create affordable homes but it’s a false promise. It would do little
for affordability — a city study expects “marginal” effects.
But it would create tremendous uncertainty for 300,000 mostly middle-class residents
supporting the city through homeownership, removing certainty about the neighborhood and
city they bought into.
Tripling residential density with upzones will also reduce the number of starter houses to
buy as they’re snapped up by developers. This shrinks opportunities to achieve true, longterm affordability with ownership.
Justification for radically altering Seattle neighborhoods is evaporating. A surge of housing
construction in recent years created a rental glut, with about 5,000 new units vacant
regionally and 26 percent of downtown Seattle apartments empty.
This comes as Washington’s population growth rate slows, according to new state data.
Seattle’s comp plan says it already has plenty of capacity under current zoning to
accommodate forecast growth through 2035.
Seattle must think bigger in responding to affordability and homeless challenges. Regional
approaches are needed, encompassing greater variety of housing options accessible via
investments in transit and ferries.
Mayor Jenny Durkan should suspend this misguided upzoning effort.
Attached “mother-in-law” units have been allowed for years. A 1998 pilot program allowed
detached backyard units on most lots 4,000 square feet or larger.
What’s now proposed are changes that would enable lots as small as 3,200 square feet to
add two rentals, becoming triplexes. They would also allow taller backyard units, reduce or
eliminate on-site parking requirements and allow structures to cover up to 60 percent of rear
yards.
This was the most divisive of the housing proposals made by former Mayor Ed Murray and
Council Member Mike O’Brien. Their plan was suspended in 2016 after a hearing examiner
ruled the city failed to adequately study harm to the environment, parking and infrastructure.
Instead of reconsidering, Durkan is essentially pushing the same policy, which could be
approved later this year.
Altering every neighborhood at once diminishes opportunities for meaningful citizen
participation. It’s overly complicated by simultaneous proposals to increase the size of urban
villages where density is supposed to be concentrated.

Massive changes require objective review of impacts neighborhood by neighborhood.
Seattleites deserve that consideration, not reheated policy leftovers that were objectionable
the first time around.
Reconsideration is also needed because the backyard cottage proposal is muddied by a
jumble of misconceptions.
No, Seattle is not “mostly” single-family. Less than half its land is used by single-family
homes, and 44 percent of its homes are stand-alone houses, according to the impact study.
Even with no change, 1,890 accessory units will be built.
The study also claims few additional units would be built if the rules are relaxed, just 1,210
to 1,440. That’s a negligible 0.4 percent increase in housing stock. But the study may be
lowballing impacts to avoid addressing negative effects on parking, tree cover and other
issues. It also absurdly concludes that tripling density has no significant adverse impacts.
The study acknowledges that market demand is working: Under existing rules, accessorydwelling construction has tripled since 2015.
The hearing examiner decision noted the proposal encourages converting houses to income
properties, making them more attractive to investors. Increasing values and reducing
availability of entry-level houses causes displacement, especially of minority populations,
according to testimony the decision cited.
So why jam this through? Is there institutional bias against the lifestyle of those living in
houses?
The diversity of housing choices provided by single-family neighborhoods is one of
Seattle’s most precious assets. That’s far too valuable to risk with an ill-conceived,
unjustifiable and ineffective land use change.
Editorial board members are editorial page editor Kate Riley, Frank A. Blethen, Donna Gordon
Blankinship, Brier Dudley, Mark Higgins, Melissa Santos, William K. Blethen (emeritus) and
Robert C. Blethen (emeritus).

August 1, 2018

Dear Planning Commissioners,

My neighbors and I are concerned that the project to permit DADUs in all singlefamily neighborhoods is being rushed through without giving the public time to
digest what is planned, or to understand exactly how this helps with the
"affordable" part of Tacoma housing crunch. We have many questions about the
rush to do this so quickly.
If DADUs are to be permitted, then I urge several code inclusions:
1. Owner-occupied is a must. And, there should be provisions for enforcing this
over time.
2. My neighborhood would need the DADU to have one dedicated offstreet parking place.
3. Lot size should be limited to those 5000sf and over, so there is room for
adequate set-backs and still leave yard space. Height and scale limits must be
applied.
4. Sidewalk to street is a must-have for safety; police and fire personnel need
to be able to find the address.
5. Good design-review program makes sense, of course.
6. Limit on number allowed per block.
We will be interested to hear about your deliberations and decisions on this
matter, and urge you to protect current home-owners' equity as well as the
livability of our neighborhoods.

Thank you for volunteering to help Tacoma's citizens,

Julie S. Turner
817 North J St.
Tacoma, WA 98403

-----Original Message----From: Josie Turner [mailto:josieturner@me.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Regan, Michelle
Subject: Comments regarding ADU
Dear Mr. Huffman,
My husband, William Turner and I were planning to attend the Planning Commission meeting this evening
to express our support for the Commission’s re-evaluation and zoning update for ADU’s.
We currently live in a multi-story older home in North Tacoma - 4301 North 36th Street. We have a
detached garage. We would like to remodel the garage and put in an ADA sink, toilet, shower so that in
the short term, it could serve as an artist studio for my husband, and long term, allow him to age in place
at home. Last year, he had a hip replacement and his recovery was very difficult because our home does
not have a full bath on the main floor nor a bedroom. We had to set up the living room as a bedroom.
Please extend our comments to the Planning Commission. Additionally, I am happy to answer any
questions they, or you, may have.
Sincerely,
Josie Emmons Turner
253.678.6117

